This quote from Curtis Taylor introduces the scope of a project that covered a considerable portion of Western Australia, physically and culturally. Following a proposal made by Tim Acker and I to FORM, a Perth--based cultural organisation, the project started in 2006. 4 The initial project aims were modest: to explore the artistic and family links between some of the Western Desert's Aboriginal art communities. 5 However, the project grew into a substantial alliance of art and cultural centres from throughout Western Australia development and community outreach program and its main aim was to produce an exhibition and publication that explored the complex history of the Canning Stock Route. 6 From the beginning, the invitation to artists to participate stretched beyond a standard creative brief towards a deeper art and cultural history analysis, involving recording family connections and mapping these associations across the deserts.
This was a major incentive for artists, as it gave them the opportunity to share their personal histories locally, regionally and with national and global audiences, on their own terms. It became an extremely popular topic on the bush telegraph. Once the project had gathered momentum, we were approached by other artists wanting to join in and the number involved expanded to 110.
Family kinship was the ecosystem from which the project grew and this guided how resources and activities were directed. Ngarralja Tommy May (Mangkaja artist and senior cultural advisor), Putuparri Tom Lawford (senior translator and cultural advisor) and Murungkurr Terry Murray (co--curator), expressed it thus:
We're all family. All the stories are about how all the families got scattered across the Western Desert. And at the art centres, we are all related. From Wiluna and Kiwirrkurra and Balgo, Mulan and Martu Country. From Nyarna (Lake Stretch) right down to Wiluna. Our ancestors walked that land. The Canning Stock Route forced all the peoples to different places.
But people still talk about their Country and call the names, and we talk about how all the art centres are going to tell their stories. Everybody has that same story. 7 In the project's first year, its activities focused on artistic and professional development workshops in Country. The first workshop was a carving and Country. For some artists it was the first time they had been back to these places since moving to missions and station decades before. For others, this was the last time they would see these places. For young Aboriginal people involved in the project, it was sometimes the first time they had seen their own Country. For everyone involved, these larger gatherings were emotional and galvanising experiences. 8 Six weeks later at the end of the expedition, the inaugural display of art works was laid out on the beach--like shores of Nyarna (Lake Stretch), near Billiluna community for a few hours. It was an ephemeral exhibition, yet perhaps most the compelling in the whole project. This trip certainly opened up the character and shape of what the project and its major exhibition would become.
At the trip's completion, project staff realised they would need considerable time to collate all the stories and continue the consultations with artists to research the dizzying interconnections that define the Western Desert. We would also need to return to communities to ensure transcriptions were correct and that material could be assessed and cleared by those with the cultural authority to do so. This was achieved by engaging a growing team of Aboriginal emerging curators and multimedia practitioners and cultural advisors. Road (Yiwarra Kuju) and curation. 18 Biddle asserts:
The sheer size of the exhibition alone is testament to the screaming fact of Aboriginal presence in the now. This is not bite--sized history dumbed--down to a single correct position nor recognisable rhetorical posturing but historiography-in its own terms. 19 And similarly, Carty articulates, the exhibition 'needs to be understood at the intersection of histories: the history of contemporary Aboriginal art in Australia, the history of Australia and the history of the National Museum '. 20 This was not a fine art show dropped into a social history museum. Nor was it a museum show jazzed up by the inclusion of fine art. It was not an exhibition that included or displayed Aboriginal art, but rather an exhibition that strove to illuminate what that art was about. Every curatorial decision in the show was orientated towards letting those paintings resonate or communicate with their audience on terms defined by the people who made them. 21 -BEYOND PAINTINGS While the making, documenting and exhibiting of art is at the centre of the project's work, in many ways those elements that were not about art were the real achievement of the project and its ability to engage both communities and audiences. These include the education, employment, training and legacy components.
Accessing relevant and realistic employment in remote communities is a significant issue. And while the creative sector cannot address this on a large scale, creative and cultural work has major traction in these areas. In acknowledging this, Route to educate travellers and tourists. 22 The project always aimed to engage and educate audiences as a core activity.
To achieve this, an array of exhibitions (and supporting publications and public programs) were held, regionally, nationally and internationally. These included Monique La Fontaine 28 Over the project's four--and--a--half year research trajectory, over two hundred and forty interviews and oral histories were recorded by eleven team members. 29 Central to shaping this content labyrinth, Aboriginal translators were tasked with transcribing almost one hundred oral histories, recorded in more than ten languages, into English. This was a complex, slow and at times confusing process in managing content and in piecing together the genealogy puzzle within the matrix of Western Desert history. 30 The translations were then involved in the development of an Indigenous When curators returned to communities with these detailed permission forms they were accompanied by a senior project translator and cultural advisor, most often Ngalangka Nola Taylor or Putuparri Tom Lawford, who interpreted and provided advice to elders and directed the non--Indigenous team in relation to culturally sensitive issues. 32 Mezgailis and La Fontaine acknowledge that this work expanded well beyond the exhibition's preparation processes and emphasised 'the importance of cultural leadership, collaboration and the recognition of legal and Indigenous rights'. 33 The ICIP's innovative work expanded to embrace the Digital Futures program.
-PRODUCING ONE ROAD MULTIMEDIA INTERACTIVE
The One Road multimedia touchscreen interactive housed the bulk of the visual and audio material, and was by far the most daring and potentially risky aspect of the exhibition project. 34 Using the footage of Ma and the emerging multimedia crew, it contained the 160 film vignettes of project activities and hundreds of photos, satellite images and 3D animation overlaying a digital version of Canning's original, hand--drawn map. Using the project's digital media repository the NMA commissioned eleven short films which were dispersed at viewing stations throughout the exhibition. The emerging multimedia crew also produced several short films, a couple of which were made on the 'bush studio' of the Stock Route itself. 35 These films were prominently featured in their own striking red theatrette inside the 'Yiwarra Kuju' exhibition. 
-DIGITAL FUTURES
Just like the old people, we are dreaming. We have a new dream with technology. We're using the newest technology with the oldest culture.
Curtis Taylor 37
The decision to use digital media to capture stories at the project's outset transformed the endeavour and made it so much more than an art exhibition. 38 Digital media fused with the ICIP process has allowed the project's content core to be grown from the inside out whilst establishing global best--practice in protecting intangible Aboriginal cultural heritage.
As I write this in late 2014, eight years on, the project's final miles are unfolding. 39 This online format gives eight of the ten art centre partners instant access to One Road and the archive, as well as providing a hard drive of the material.
Aboriginal people are amongst the most researched peoples in the world, their cultural knowledge has been consistently removed from communities and deposited in distant institutions. While safely preserved in these locations, these kinds of records are notoriously difficult for people to access, creating a vacuum in communities that has radically impacted on the transmission of cultural knowledge between generations. 42 With the first of four stages launched in late 2013, MIRA is a globally ground--breaking digital repatriation model that has been designed to manage the project's private and public content realms. Taylor suggested the name 'mira' which means 'to bring something hidden into the light' in Martu Wangka language. 43 La Fontaine also states that MIRA and the ICIP repatriation process will encourage the making of new content from art centres and artists' own materials, from which they can benefit. 44 National and international audiences will also be able to engage with the content, thereby directing new markets to art centres. The archive will assist in strengthening digital literacy, for young and old people. 45 To build the archive, FORM and the Centre for Digital Archaeology (CoDA) at the University of California, Berkeley in the United States established a partnership in 2012. 46 Using CoDA's Mukurtu CMS, CoDA has created over one hundred and sixty indigenous archives around the world and the Canning Stock Route Project's content will be the largest that CoDA has been involved with. 47 In addition to MIRA's production, Australian schools and national and international audiences are now able to access the award--winning One Road multimedia interactive in mobile app iOS (iPad and iPhone) and web versions. 48 This large body of interpretive material is therefore available to local communities and people while they are actually travelling the Canning Stock Route. 4 Only an agile, not--for--profit organisation working with communities would naively dare to imagine, kick--start and attempt to sustain an initiative like the Canning Stock Route Project, especially with a socially inclusive approach that allowed new participants to be continually added. 5 As I have described previously, this interest was the igniting force for the project's inception
